
BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY AND OSTEOARCHAEOLOGY

Board of Trustees’ Meeting
29th June 2021 

Virtual Meeting
AGENDA

Attending: [President] Becky Redfern (RR); [Treasurer] Gina McFarlane (GM); [Secretary] Giselle
Kiraly (GK); [Grants] Sophie Newman (SN); [Student Rep] Katie Faillace (KF); [Non-Executive
Member and Data Protection Lead] Rebecca Avery (RA); [Annual Review Ed] Charlie Primeau (CP);
[Communications Officer] Chris Aris (CA); [Commercial Rep] Sue McGalliard (SM)

1. Apologies: [Outreach Officer] Rebecca Cadbury-Simmons (RCS); [Membership Secretary]
Benn Penny-Mason (BPM); [Museum Rep] Trish Biers (TB)

2. Minutes of previous meetings (April 2021)
1. Approved without issue.
2. EDI & Trustee minutes approved by Trustees.

3. Trustee reports (see end of minutes for full trustee reports)
3.1: President
3.2: Treasurer

Additional Discussion:
RR: The payout to Dr. Jason Arday covers his participation at meetings, his general
advisory work for BABAO, any time he spends checking Standard Operating
Procedures, and anything else he does for us. For further details see the referendum of
understanding. No formal contract was made with Jason and we only have the
minutes to formally document his work.
SN: Do we have a rough idea of how many grants we might be able to fund this year?
As a rough guideline, 10 is considered to be quite a few.

GM: I think we have potential to grant about 10.
3.3: Secretary

AP: CA to continue to push on the media for award nominations
3.4: Membership Secretary
3.5: Grants

Additional Discussion:
SN: Is it possible for us to add an option onto the DDOBA and microgrant polls for
someone who wants to apply to them who isn’t already a member?



CA: I would be in favour of students applying for grants as long as they are also
budgeting in their membership fee.
GM: I agree, this makes sense and encourages people to join.
KF: We might as well roll that into the grants. Even if we do first time members free,
they could maintain membership this way.
RR: As long as the membership is in some way tied up in it. As a charity it’s a bit
more difficult to fully embrace the Black Trowel Collective (BTC) manifesto.
CA: Maybe include a “if there’s no grant suitable, contact CA”.

RR: I’d pass that by the EDI members first.
SN: Due to anonymity we must keep things more secure but I can bring you
into the conversation.
CA: If you think it will help, I’ll be happy to work on this.

VOTING:
To add an option onto the DDOBA and microgrants so if someone wants to
apply to them who isn’t already a member, they can have that funded for a year.

Approved without issue.

GM: How do we get this for more than the membership?
CA: I’ll add it onto social media.
AP: CA to distribute this information on social media.

KF: If we also reach out to BTC and people know that BTC can be supportive, that’s
important for establishing relationships.

3.6: Student Rep
3.7 Annual Review Ed

Nothing to report. CP and BPM will be making a presentation on trends at the next
meeting.

3.8: Comms
Additional Discussion:
RR: The website…are we getting a new one?
CA: Progress is being made. We are recreating the website in powerpoint slides.
RR: I just wanted to flag this up because the next bill should arrive in
September/October

3.9: Museum Rep:
An update about the Sale of Human Remains subgroup will be added to the drive.

3.10: Outreach Officer
Additional Discussion:
RR: As a charity we don’t have to charge, but we don’t want to give up our time
without compensation. Once we start doing it, it sets a precedent for us doing it. What
do people think?
CP: If they’re asking trustees to do it, it’s a lot to ask for on top of what trustees
already do.
CA: As much as I think it would be great to offer a free programme, it’s an
unsustainable programme. Maybe a case by case basis?
CP: Within our field I think we are generally expected to do a lot of work for free.
RR: It is very difficult because we are a charity but we fulfil that through other
avenues as well.
KF: This comes again to what Claire Hodson had said before about preparing things
for other people to utilize. This is the ‘free resources’.
RR: Let’s work on these resources.
AP: RCS to work on resources

3.11: Non-Executive Member and Data Protection Lead
3.12: Commercial Rep



1. Action Points
4.1 CA: Refresh of 'Receiving Skeletal Collections' list

CA: I have asked institutions to help refresh the list, checking who has an HTA
licence and who is able to take medical teaching skeletons. (see
https://babao.org.uk/receiving-skeletal-collections/)
This went really well and the list is nearly 3 times as long as it was previously. Some
institutions even plan to reach out to help with curating policies. I plan to keep this a
fairly fluid list and I’ll ask for updates every 6 months or so.

4.2 RA: Data Protection Review
RA: I checked with online ICO programmes (in charge of data protection in the UK)
and we are mostly compliant. There are a few things that needed changing but it was
mostly okay.
I tried to map all of the movement of data in the various things we do. Summarised in
the record of processing. I’m going to email it out and please look over it and check
your role.
AP: Trustees to review their roles in RA’s document

The membership form is covered by consent if we clearly explain what we do with
someone’s information. Right now it is on a footnote and we need to change that and
ask people to opt in. Then we will be compliant.
AP: RA to send BPM a paragraph to add to form.

RA: If we are working on individual laptop and computers, would it be worth getting
an online security system?
RR: If we all worked on google, would that resolve it without costing?

RA: That’s a good point.
KF: I think the only issue is your password at that point.

GM: I think we need to check that because we’re a charity… there might be issues
storing data on a non-UK based site. It might not be just account data, but it might be
more than that.

RA: Google is compliant with UK GDPR but it is something we can talk
about.

RA: I think it would be good to have a backup location too in case everything got
deleted. I’ll look into this all a bit more and try to look into what it is that we
need/want to do that aligns with security measures.
AP: RA to look into a backup storage for trustee work.

RA: I’ve gone through a legitimate interest assessment and no updates were needed.
However, do we know if there are any members under the age of 18?

RR: No, I don’t know. But not to my knowledge. Is age something we need to
put into the membership paperwork?
RA: Yes, otherwise we must obtain parental consent. Should I add that to
membership paperwork then?

RR: Yes.
AP: RA to add age-based information to membership paperwork.

SN: It might even be in the constitution.
RR: Actually does anyone know if we sent this revised version to the
charity commission? Section 8 of the constitution says that we invite
anyone.

AP: RR to update the constitution and then send it to the charity commission.

https://babao.org.uk/receiving-skeletal-collections/


4.3 RA: Quarterly Data Protection Update
RA: Training has been completed by everyone but one trustee. Instead of everyone
doing it again next year, is there a shorter version as a refresher? I can make one up if
none exist.
AP: RA to make a refresher course for online data protection training.

RA: In the SOPs, at an event if we are taking photos, the Outreach Officer can store
the photos, the Secretary can store the consent forms. How does that sound?

RR: We can add consent to the sign-up form for the conference.
RA: I also ensured that we have restricted access for trustee folders. If you change
your email, please let me know. Also, do we need to restrict access to the EDI &
Trustees folder?
AP: RA to speak further with RR on access for EDI & Trustees folder on google

drive

4.4 GK: General Enquiries & Complaints
GK: As Secretary, I am supposed to be receiving complaints if there are any –
however that process isn’t clear and I think it is important to make it so.

CA: I can put something up on the website.
RR: Once I have edits done on the SOPs (where the complaint form can be found
currently), I will send them to Dr. Jason Arday, then all of us trustees will vote on
them, and then we can share the complaint form and process with the membership.
GK: There was also something in the SOPs about a separate email address…

RR: We can figure that out once the SOPs have been edited.
CA: I can add a placeholder webpage for now – either on the homepage or contact us
page – that adds all of this information. And I will state GK and RR as the people in
charge of complaints.
AP: CA to make a placeholder webpage in the contact us section.

4.5 GK: Handover Documentation
GK: If everyone can please upload handover documentation – even prior to you
leaving – so that I can prepare it for the next person who will take your role.
AP: Trustees to upload handover documentation to the google drive

4.6 RCS: Educational Outreach
Sorted in 3.10.

4.7 RR: Standard Operating Procedures and training
RR: Make sure trustees finish your online training modules – and let RA know when
you’ve completed them by filling out her online document. As far as SOPs, they will
be edited this Friday and passed onto Dr. Jason Arday.

4.8 GM: Costings for a Zoom account
GM: Google seems to be the best option, not just for usability, but it is also the
cheapest.

RR: Does anyone use apple?
SN: Yes, and I’ve used Microsoft teams as well.
RR: could RA do the best online compliant comparison?

AP: RA to create an online compliant comparison between different platforms.

GM: How else do we want to use it? Seminars? Workshops?
RR: Yes.



CA: I’ve been teaching online using google meets, but other than that its quite
useless. It’s not intuitive at all.  I would be inclined to go with anything besides
google meets.

1. Matters arising
5.1 RR: resignation of Kristina Lee from the board of trustees

She is doing well but cannot pick it up again. Even participating as a member will be
fantastic on her part, but we truly appreciate everything she did for BABAO.

5.2 RR: Increasing participation in our ED&I work
Jo Appleby and Becky Gowland have joined. We don’t want EDI to be hierarchical.

We want to empower people and not feel like they can’t challenge higher ups.

5.3 RR: “Thank you’s” at the AGM
RR: At the AGM I would like to give Lizzy and Anwen a voucher/bottle of
wine/flowers to thank them for their continuing service even though they're no longer
trustees.

AP: GK to work with KF about gifts.

5.4 SN: Conference updates and queries
The Teeside Conference is now online. Platform, associated costs, etc, will be
incoming.
Does the board intend to charge for conference attending?

RR: Nominal. This is one of our big income streams.
GM: It varies from year to year but it brings in a good amount.
RR: I think if we have some sort of pricing structure…
GM: Once we hear from TU about their prices, we can go from there.
AP: SN to get conference costings from TU.
RR: Any developments on issues regarding Captain Cook?

SN: They’re aware of it but no new developments yet.
RR: RA, is it possible for us to state something about ‘screenshot capture’
allowance into registration for conference? For privacy issues?

RA: Yes.

5.5 GK: advertising trusteeships, and the service/mentor awards
There are multiple turnovers of trusteeships happening this year.
AP: GK and CA to advertise new trusteeships

5.6 KF: 1st Year memberships
I would really like to make the first year memberships free.
RA: If its feasible money wise, I think it would work well.
GM: It will boost the membership, and I can’t see any reason why it wouldn’t work.

VOTING:
1st year membership free to first time members.

Approved without issue.

6. Any other Business
a. Thank you KF from supporting us and coming to this meeting, all the way

from America.



ACTION POINTS:

AP: CA to continue to push on the media for award nominations

AP: SN to add an option onto the DDOBA and microgrants so if someone wants to
apply to them who isn’t already a member, they can have that funded for a year.

AP: CA to distribute this information on social media regarding the option on the DDOBA and
microgrants.

AP: RCS to work on outreach resources

AP: Trustees to review their roles in RA’s document (to be emailed)

AP: RA to send BPM a paragraph to add to membership form.

AP: RA to look into a backup storage for trustee work.

AP: RA to add age-based information to membership paperwork.

AP: RR to update the constitution and then send it to the charity commission.

AP: RA to make a refresher course for online data protection trainings.

AP: RA to speak further with RR on access for EDI & Trustees folder on google drive

AP: CA to make a placeholder webpage in the contact us section.

AP: Trustees to upload handover documentation to the google drive

AP: RA to create an online compliant comparison between different platforms.

AP: GK to work with KF about gifts.

AP: SN to get conference costings from TU.

AP: GK and CA to advertise new trusteeships

1st year membership free to first time members.



TRUSTEE REPORTS

BABAO President’s report (29/6/21)

I would like to welcome SM on her return to trustee duties, and it is with sadness that I have
had to accept the resignation of KL.  I would like to thank KL for her service and dedication
to BABAO, she has been an important link with our forensic colleagues.   The ‘Rep from a
Professional Organisation’ role will be advertised alongside the other trustee positions
coming to an end this summer.

The trustees, ED&I group and Dr Arday have worked incredibly hard determining how to
deliver and key action points of the report. I would also like to thank the membership for their
support and participation at our SGM.

I would also like to thank CA for his management of our online platforms, which in
particular, allowed us to show our support of our North American colleagues campaigning for
the return of the MOVE children’s remains, and the US Department of the Interior to
establish the U.S. African-American Burial Grounds Network within the National Park
Service (NPS).

Action points
● [with TB] Email Simon Mays (Historic England) about the sale of human remains by

local associations: completed.
○ Simon’s response: “ The cases I have been aware of have been single skeletons but

if auction houses start selling off human remains en mass for societies then that would
be a bit of a change at least as far as I am aware of matters. As we have discussed the
fact that archaeological organisations offer remains up for trade in this way just
makes it harder for us to martial the ethical arguments.”

○ I will be joining the CBA’s London board, and will raise this with them
● Contact the PPA to learn how they award their service and mentor awards: completed

- information given to GK.  I am very grateful to Drs Tina Jakob and Carina Marques
for their help with this request.

● Share BAR email with CP and BPM: completed.
● Standard Operating Procedures: link to folder shared with trustees.



BABAO Treasurer's Report:

Committee Meeting June 2021

Gina McFarlane

27/06/2021

1. Managing the accounts

Ben and I are still waiting to be granted online access to our Natwest accounts, so I am still relying on

Lizzy to make any transfers. This simple request has turned into a nightmare and the bank is terrible

as far communication goes.  I now have access to PayPal and hopefully Benn will have in the not too

distant future.

2. Financial reporting

The current state of finances is reported from the beginning of the financial year (1st Jan 2021) to 11

June 2021 and reports changes since the last committee report (4 April 2021) on the right of the

page.

Comments

● During this period, we have received £658.18 in membership payments, which includes
£454.18 that was in the process of being transferred from PayPal in the last report.

● A further 277.68 was transferred from PayPal on 27 June so will be accounted for in the next
reporting period.

● We have paid out £2079.61 to grantees, including a final payment for a 2020 research grant,
2 micro-grants (1 from 2020 & 1 2021), and two symposia/workshop grants (both 2021)

● The largest outgoing was for Dr Arday’s race equality review.
● We also paid for additional insurance to cover our cast collection.

2. PayPal

The account is working fine. I have access and we just need a statement from Natwest with my

address so everything can be finalised. Then I can add Benn.

3. Charities management

Nothing new to report.

4. Financial implications of Covid-19 – an update

Due to COVID delays, a couple of grants from 2020 have been paid out this period. A grantee from

2019 has been in touch to say that they are about to restart their research so will be requiring funds

soon and I am expecting another two to come forward soon.

The main problem is that previously there has been no account held for grant payments. This means I

cannot be sure about which grantees from 2019 and 2020 have accessed all their funds and which



are still waiting to restart their research.  For this reason, I think it is prudent that £10,000 is kept

aside until we are sure that no unexpected requests for funds will pop up.

Meeting / conferencing software price comparison

Gina McFarlane

Zoom Teams Google Meet

Free Basic PA:
£119.90

Free Basic PA:
£ 45.60

Free Basic PA:
£69.00

No.
participants

100 100 100 300 100 150

Meeting
duration

40 min 30 hrs 1 hr 24 hrs 1 hr 24 hrs

Screen
sharing

Yes yes yes yes yes yes

Recording Local
recording

1 GB
Cloud

No yes ? Saved to
Drive



Secretary Report (29/6/2021)
Giselle Kiraly

1. All is well, no comments or news from membership
2. Awards: Nobody has emailed in just yet, although I had one person ask me if

there was a nomination word limit.
3. Still organizing the google drive. With all the meetings lately, this has been a

lower priority for me but it shouldn’t take long to reorganize, so if things look a
bit odd or you don’t like a change as they happen, please let me know.

4. Still no secretaries for subcommittees: We need to make sure we have secretaries
appointed to the subcommittees so that I can get their minutes and we can
makes sure they get uploaded to the website.

5. Handover Documentation (AP)
a. Description of your role in general
b. Key day-to-day activities
c. Access to all relevant spreadsheets, logins (passwords provided upon final

handover), debit cards, files, etc.
d. Project deadlines and status update timeframes
e. A list of key contacts
f. Any ongoing issues affecting projects



BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR

BIOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY

AND OSTEOARCHAEOLOGY

Quarterly Membership Report

for the BABAO Board of Trustees Meeting

on Tuesday 29
th

June 2021

prepared by Bennjamin J. Penny-Mason

1 | summary

▪ As of Friday 25th June 2021, BABAO has 487 active

members:

▪ 487 members have paid in full – 278 at the waged rate

and 209 at the concessionary rate (see Figure 1).

▪ We are waiting for payment from 9 newly joined

members.

▪ 16 new members joined BABAO during second half of

April, May and June 2021.

▪ Overall, the number of members is 2 more than at this

time last year (494 members at the BoT meeting on

09/07/2021).

Figure 01 – Waged vs Unwaged

Members

▪ However, rates of new subscriptions are marginally below the 2019-2021 average for the

start of the year – likely due to the effects caused by the disruption of the coronavirus

outbreak (discussed below).

▪ Overall, our current membership numbers appear healthy.

2 | new members

A total of 53 new members have joined in 2021 to date. Trends in joining patterns are shown

in Table 01, Figure 02 and Figure 03. The slightly lower numbers of new members joining

during the first half of 2021 compared to previous years probably reflects a slightly unusual

pattern for the timing of new membership applications, which might be attributed to the

ongoing impact of the coronavirus.

Timings of new subscriptions during 2020 was unusual for the average pattern of new

subscribers to BABAO – more members joined towards the end of the year in 2020 than in

previous years. However, at the end of 2020, membership numbers were comparative to the

annual four-year average. So the decrease in the number of subscriptions for the first half of

2021 is almost certainly due to these factors – we can likely expect the membership to follow

a similar pattern as last year with new subscribers increasing later in the year.



Figure 02 – Numbers of new members joining per

month: 2019-2021

Figure 03 – Numbers of new members joining per

month: 2021 compared to the 2017-2020 average

Table 01 – Numbers of new members joining per month (including re-joining members)

Month 2017 2018 2019 2020
Average

2017-2020
2021

Average

Differential

Jan 21 20 21 27 022.3 18 – 04.8

Feb 03 09 12 10 008.5 07 – 01.5

Mar 12 09 07 05 008.3 09 + 01.3

Apr 06 11 08 07 008.0 03 – 05.0

May 08 09 15 09 010.3 10 – 00.3

Jun 10 15 16 07 012.0 06 TBD

Jul 05 18 06 02 007.8

Aug 02 10 01 13 006.5

Sep 02 03 05 05 003.8

Oct 04 10 03 16 008.3

Nov 05 03 07 02 004.3

Dec 04 03 05 03 003.8

Total 82 120 106 106 103.5

3 | membership composition

Over half the membership is comprised of members in employment (57.1%), with

students (full and part-time) making up 32.8% (Table 02 and Figure 04).

Table 02 – Active Paid-Up Members – membership categories
Figure 04 – Membership

Categories

Category N %

Differential

Compared

to Apr 2021

Retired 022 04.5% + 01

Student: Full-Time 155 31.8% + 20

Student: Part-Time 005 01.0% – 00

Unwaged 022 04.6% – 00

Waged 276 56.7% – 18

Waived: Qualifying Country 005 01.0% – 00

Waged: Qualifying Country 002 00.4% – 00

Honorary Life Member 000 00.0% – 00

Institutional Member 000 00.0% – 00

Total 487 + 04



Of our 160 student members:

▪ 132 (82.5%) have provided valid proof of student

status (Figure 05).

▪ 28 (17.5%) members registered as students and

paying the concessionary rate, but have not yet

provided valid proof of status and have failed to

respond to repeated requests to provide such

documentation.

Figure 05 – Student Status

Figure 06 – Global Composition of BABAO Members – density by colour

4 | overseas membership

We currently have 122 overseas members (Table 03, Figure 06 and Figure 07) who make

up 25.1% of our membership (the same proportion as in July 2020). Most of our overseas

members continue to come from Europe and North America.

Figure 07 – Overseas Members by Region Table 03 – Active Members by Region

Region

No. of

Member

s

%

Differential

Compared to

Apr 2021

Europe 074 60.7% + 02

North America 033 27.0% + 02

Antipodes 009 07.4% – 00

Other 006 04.9% – 00

Total 122 + 04

* ‘Other’ includes Colombia, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, South

Africa and Sudan. ‘Europe’ includes Austria, Belgium, Croatia,

Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Gibraltar,

Greece, Iceland, Italy, Lithuania, Norway, Portugal, Republic of

Ireland, Romania, Serbia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, The

Netherlands.

5 | members from qualifying countries



We have 7 members residing in qualifying countries:

▪ 5 are paying the qualifying country rate.

▪ 2 have voluntarily decided to pay the full subscription rate.

▪ These countries include Colombia, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, South Africa

and Sudan.

6 | areas of interest

258 members have supplied information on their areas of interest (52.9% of total

members; Table 04 and Figure 08).

Table 04 – Areas of Interest as Indicated by

the Membership in 2021

Figure 08 – Areas of Interest as Indicated by

the Membership in 2021

Area of Interest No. %

Human Bioarchaeology 237 91.9%

Forensic Anthropology 169 65.5%

Medical Anthropology 077 29.8%

Human Evolution 057 22.1%

Primatology 006 02.3%

Other 021 08.1%

Total

258

*

* 242 members responded; members are allowed to select

multiple areas of interest; note some members have

provided more than one interest in the ‘Other’ category. The

‘Other’ category includes: Archaeology [x3], Archaeological

Science, Biomechanics, Burned Human Remains, Dental

Anthropology [x2], Funerary Archaeology [x2], Gender,

Geometric Morphometrics [x2], Mummy Studies,

Osteoarchaeology [x2], Palaeopathology [x7], Social

Anthropology [x2], Stable Isotope Analysis [x2],

Taphonomy [x4] and Zooarchaeology.

7 | membership composition

306 members have now supplied information on their occupation category (62.8% of the

membership) (Table 05 and Figure 09).

Figure 09 – Occupational Categories Table 05 – Occupational Categories

Field No. %

Academia 148 48.3%

Commercial 077 25.2%

Forensic 024 07.8%

Curatorial 023 07.5%

Medical 011 03.5%

Other 023 07.5%

Total 306
*

* 306 members responded; members are allowed to select up to two

occupation categories. The ‘Other’ category consists of Administration [x2],

Animal Care, Art, Citizens Advice, Data Analytics [x2], Engineering,

Financial Services, Hospitality, IT, Law, Medical [x13], Publishing [x3]

and Retail [x2].



245 members have now supplied information on their occupational role (50.1% of the

membership) (Table 06 and Figure 10).

Figure 10 – Occupational Role Table 06 – Occupational Role

Field No. %

Lecturer 076

31.0

%

Osteoarchaeologist 057

23.3

%

Researcher 042

17.1

%

Field Archaeologist 035

14.3

%

Curator 017

06.9

%

Medic 011

04.5

%

Forensic 007

02.9

%

Total 245

* 245 members responded; members are allowed to

select up to two occupation categories.

8 | student membership composition

127 student members have provided information on their current level of study (79.4%

of student members; Table 07 and Figure 11).

Table 07 – Student Membership: 2021 level of study
Figure 11 – Student Membership: 2021

level of study

Level of

Study
No. %

Differential

Compared to

Apr 2021

Undergra

d 10

07.8

%

+ 01

Masters 32

25.2

%

+ 04

Doctoral 85

66.9

%

+ 05

Other 00 0.0% – 00

Total 127 + 10

* ‘Undergrad’ includes BA & BSc. ‘Masters’ includes MA, MSc,

MPhil & MRes. ‘Doctoral’ includes PhD & DPhil.



9 | miscellaneous

▪ As of June 2021, the BABAO website and membership database are undergoing a

redesign in order to combine the two into a new website, which will eventually

contain the BABAO membership database – progress on this project is awaiting

feedback from a few specialists, after which more definitive progress will be able to

be made on this project.



Grants Secretary Report – June 2021

Agenda item 3.5 – Trustee reports - Grants

1. Research Grants (Academic and Commercial)

· The 2021 BABAO Grant competition closed on the 14th May 2021. We had 11 applications in total:
7 academic, 3 commercial, and 1 DDOBA (see below).

· The reviewer feedback is just about complete, thank you to all the trustees for their work on this. I
will be circulating scores and comments shortly.

2. Decolonising and Diversifying Osteology and Biological Anthropology (DDOBA) Grants

· During the 2021 BABAO Grant round we had 1 application to the new DDOBA scheme.

· As this is the first time this grant scheme has run, the review process needed ironing out a bit. A poll
was sent to the BABAO trustees to vote on whether the ED&I subgroup should be involved in the
review process –

- 6/8 trustees voted in favour of a representative of the ED&I subgroup acting as a reviewer for each
DDOBA application

2/8 voted against this

- 6/8 trustees voted in favour of the ED&I subgroup having the opportunity to comment on each
application regarding suitability for the grant scheme once the review process has been completed

2/8 voted against this

In most cases those voting ‘no’ supported involvement of the ED&I subgroup, but felt only one of
either option would be necessary to achieve this.

· The ED&I subgroup were contacted to see if/how they would like to be involved (as reviewing does
involve extra work), and they agreed that it would be good to have some input on a review process led
by the Grants Secretary. Knowing numbers of grants applied for and the topics they are focused on is
useful for their work. A representative with no conflicts of interest with the application this year was
selected to act as one of the reviewers. They will be involved in all further discussions regarding the
application in the next stage of the process.

3. BABAO Symposia/Workshop grants (now Sponsored Activities grant)

· Previously the trustees had voted in favour of adapting the Symposia/Workshop grant to encompass
a wider range of activities that members may want support in running. Changes to the application
documentation were made, and were voted on in a poll -

- 8/8 trustees voted in favour of adapting this grant scheme to include a wider range of activities.

- 8/8 trustees voted in favour of the suggest application form and guidance document format.

- Some minor suggested amendments were made, and the documents were changed accordingly.

· The new documents are now available on the website, many thanks to Chris for rolling this out.

4. BABAO microgrants



· We have had one microgrant application since the last meeting.

- 7/8 trustees voted in favour of granting the funding for these purposes

1/8 trustees voted to discuss this further, and there were concerns regarding lack of detail in the
budget breakdown provided

· Funding was approved with the provision that the applicant must provide a clearer budget
breakdown for our records, which has now been provided.

· I also still need to update the text on the Microgrant webpage to make it clearer what it can and
cannot fund following discussions from the last meeting.

· In the SGM a member of the ED&I subgroup had suggested this grant scheme would be more
effective if it were aligned in some way with the Black Trowel Collective (BTC). It was agreed that
they should approach them to discuss this further. The ED&I subgroup member has been in contact
with me about how we wish to present this to them, and the nature of the collaborative work. They
can see potential for the BTC challenging the membership criteria for funding, being strongly against
institutional barriers – which is a good point. They queried whether we have moved forward in terms
of plans to waive membership fees for some groups, so this is something we really need to revisit. I
wondered if in the meantime we could take away the membership requirement for the Microgrants
and DDOBA grants, and give the option for membership fees to be automatically added on to the
grant if they are not currently BABAO members?



Communications Officer Report – Christopher Aris

Updates:
- High res BABAO logo now available on the google drive.
- Comms Officer Report for last meeting uploaded to google drive.
- Childcare costs in regards to grants now updated to say that other care costs may be considered, and
new info disseminated to members by mailing list and social media.
- Meetings minutes on website fully updated
- EDI report made available of website.
- Receiving skeletal collections list updated – list is now over double the length it was.
- Consultant list, being produced with Katie Hullock, is underway.
- Draft for the BABAO members Twitter program has been uploaded to google drive for review by
trustees.



3.9: Museum Rep:

BABAO Board Meeting 2021 – 29th of June 2021 

Museum Representative Report, Trish Biers, PhD 

Museum/Collections Updates: 

● Collections access is still being determined by many institutions, and phased re-openings for this

seem to be the trajectory for many places.  

● Potential repatriation workshop for the upcoming conference- this is inline with some of the

themes of the meetings and will be discussed further with Tim Thompson.

● The Sale of Human Remains Sub-group – We have new BABAO members participating in the group.

We continue to track, almost weekly, new cases of sales of human remains across multiple platforms.



  BABAO Trustee Meeting – 29th June 2021

Outreach Report

· RCS and GK attended virtual London Anthropology Day on 29th June 2021 – we had no visitors.

· We were contacted by a school who wanted a zoom lecture but could not afford the set fee because it
was their budget for activities for the whole year – should we be charging for activities?



Non-executive Member and Data Protection Lead

Report 29/06/21

Action Points from last meeting:

● RA to continue this work on moving our working online and to obtain costings

o I have done some more research and am comparing the various benefits of Google

Workspace and Microsoft Business. Gina and I have been chatting and are moving

forward with this. I’m leaning towards Google as it will be easier to host larger

meetings and, as GM pointed out, is less exclusive than Microsoft in terms of the

technology and subscriptions one needs to access it. It will provide us with business

emails and is slightly cheaper too. As we are using Google Drive a lot as well it will

hopefully be a smoother transition.

o Is this what the Board is looking for? Any queries/concerns?

● RA to send out a poll about where and how data are being used, in order to map and

document our activities

o Due to timing a poll wasn’t needed in the end. The Record of Processing Activities is

updated in relation to new practices and the new SOPs.

● AP: RA to share a data breach policy

o This will be sent out after 26/06/21 to ensure it is accurate and links to changes

made to other documents.

Points for this meeting:

● The Data Protection Review is completed and will be circulated to the trustees and made

available for the members to view.

o There are several points that arose as a result of the review that will be brought to

the trustees’ attention.

● New documents being written in response to queries and references on the SOPs.

● BPM and I are looking at editing the membership form to ensure we adhere to a consent

based processing basis.

● Following Kristina stepping down from her role as Trustee I have sent an email asking her to

confirm that she has deleted any personal data she holds on members. A copy of the email

can be found in the Data Protection Documentation folder if needed for future reference.

(Email sent: 19/06, confirmation received: ).

Annual Data Protection Review Report

● Overview of what took place.

● Findings and important things to highlight.

● Actions needed from Trustees as a result.

● AOB



DPL Quarterly Update

● Most trustees have now completed the training - is there another version we can access for a

refresher next year? I think it should be annual to keep it in our minds and maybe to

consolidate changes.

● SOPs and new documentation.

● When creating a new folder, it is best to double check that the access is restricted. This is

done by: going into the folder/ clicking the picture of people by the name of the folder/

check that underneath ‘get link’ it says “RESTRICTED: ONLY PEOPLE ADDED CAN OPEN WITH

THIS LINK”. If you need to create a folder that only needs to be accessed by a few people you

can remove unwanted email address on this screen too.



BABAO Trustee Meeting 29th June 2021

Commercial Representative Report – Sue McGalliard

A short report for me updating the last few months in the commercial world. I have been on a pause

from Trustee duties for a while as I was extremely busy (and still am) with various infrastructure

projects. This is reflective across the commercial sphere with lots of units currently inundated with

work. Most units are having huge issues recruiting staff at the moment which is putting pressure on

current employees. Units are very reluctant to turn away work given the pandemic and the changes

to planning which Boris is proposing. Brexit has also had a huge impact on recruitment and there are

simply not enough archaeologists to fill the vacancies (BAJR is FULL of adverts just now).

As many units are working on large infrastructure projects, they are limited in what they can say

about current osteology projects as these are very much restricted by the permissions of clients. One

stand out project is the Trinity Burial Ground next to A3 in Hull, dating between 1783 and 1861 which

Dr Lauren McIntyre is Lead Osteologist on. There has been a lot of publicity on this project – linked

here for more information - https://highwaysengland.co.uk/our-work/a63-castle-street-archaeology/

To summarise – commercial archaeology is busier than it has ever been before which is a blessing

and a burden. It means we are all very much employed but have limited capacity for exchanging

information and ideas at the moment.


